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10 Tips on dealing with end-of-year 

study madness and stress

Study Newsletter

1   Stay Motivated
You have invested a lot of time and money in your studies, so 

remember your goal, which is completion. You cannot add a half-

inished course to your CV. Get inspired by the potential extra 

income or new position you could apply for.

2   Eat a healthy diet
Make sure you are feeding your brain and body with the right  

food such as vegetables, fruit and healthy snacks. Start your day 

with a healthy breakfast and cut down on reined sugar such as 

sodas, chocolates and chips.

3   Take regular breaks, exercise and get    

   enough sleep
Make sure you take breaks and remember to exercise. In order 

to succeed all work and no play is not the solution to success, so 

rather create a healthy balance between the two. 

4   Break it down into bite size chunks
Make a list of all the work you have to accomplish and then create 

a plan to work through it step by step. As you complete each task, 

think of it as another step on your way to study success.

5   Reward yourself
Give yourself a quick reward when you complete an assignment 

or task. Take a walk, call a friend, have a snack or whatever works 

for you. Then move on to the next project.

Study Anywhere, Anytime 

6   Yes you can
Having a “can do” positive attitude is vital to success. Don’t feel 

overwhelmed or allow yourself to think that there is no way 

you will be able to complete your studies. The old saying “If you 

think you can, you can” is very true. So remind yourself of your 

abilities and tell yourself that you can complete this and you 

can succeed.

7   Relect on what you have done
Spend 5 minutes thinking of all you have achieved this year or 

in your studies to date. This should motivate you to remember 

that you can do it because you have done it! 

8   Get organised 
It is vital to ile papers and to have an organised study area. This 

will make you feel more efecient and in control over your study 

environment and help you to save time.

9   Remove distractions
TV, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, phone calls, and email are all 

distractions and will waste your study time. Be disciplined and 

remove all distractions from your study area to free up your 

mind and focus on what you need to learn.

10  Remember this is worth it
Studying improves your conidence, your knowledge and your 

skills and abilities. Of course it is hard but it is so worth it. In a 

few short weeks this will have passed and if you have put in the 

work, you will reap all the rewards. 

AOY Online Courses Coming Soon
• Human Resources Management FET Certiicate Online

• Human Resources Management  Diploma Online

• Human Resources Management Short Course online

• Labour Relations Short Course Online

• Project Management Short Course Online

• Life Coaching Short Course Online

November Winners
 

100% Bursary Winner

Khathutshelo Sithari 

is studying AOY Health and Safety  

Representative course

Refer a friend winner 
Thobeka Ntubuntu

November 2014

Eleven months down and one to go until the end of the year. Everyone seems to be in a panic; there’s simply too much to do and 

too little time. As year-end approaches, we seem to be gasping for air as we feel pure exhaustion at the mere thought of what still 

needs to be accomplished in a few short weeks before we can begin our well-deserved summer holiday. At the same time that 

approximately 688 600 Matrics are hitting the books and writing their inal exams, many of our students are also struggling to juggle 

work with their studies and to top it of, inal exams and assignments. 

Here are some simple yet efective tips and coping mechanisms to deal with the end-of-year study madness and stress.


